
Psychological development is defined as 

Ex: when asking children to draw a person, children in all cultures (normative) progress 

(progressive) through stages (qualitative) from scribble to tadpole man to a large-

headed cartoon to a human in realistic proportions. 

1. Normative, predictable psychological changes related to growing up/older 

Ex: learning how to play piano is a change but it is not normative change because not 

everyone learns how to play piano 

2. Change that is qualitative (things that happen in stages), not just quantitative 

(gaining more of what you had before) 

- It is developmental gain, not just a bit more of the same 

- Qualitative change is often in stages. Biologically, stages are fundamentally 

different. Psychologically, it is the acquisition of new skills in each stage rather 

than improvement of previously learnt skills.  

Ex: the transformation of tadpole to frog is qualitative change. There are different 

changes in different stages 

Quantitative growth Qualitative growth 

Growing taller from age 4 to age 10 The onset of puberty changes a child's 

body into an adult's 

Increasing vocabulary from age 4 to 10 Not having self-awareness to having it 

- However, some things can be both qualitative and quantitative 

Ex: language can be both qualitative, unable to speak to able to speak, and quantitative, 

saying 2 words to saying a sentence 



3. Change that is progressive (gaining something) rather than loss/ageing 

- Although gain and loss both arise throughout the lifespan, development is 

concerned with growth, the increase or gain in psychological capacity. It is not 

ageing, the decline or loss in capacity.  

- Progressive development is possible but not automatic. We have the potential to 

acquire new skills but we don't automatically learn them.  

- No one age group holds the patent on psychological growth, genuine gain is 

possible even for the oldest old.  

- Qualitative gain in psychological functioning is lifelong 

- Development is gains in psychological complexity and coping power 

Paul Baltes' gain/loss balance theory 

- You win some and loss some of each new growth stage 

Ex: from age 2 to 8, you gain language, basic literacy and theory of mind but also loss 

discrimination of some linguistic sounds and pretend play 

 


